BaBa wasn't a romantic guy. He
bought MaMa carnations even though
she loved wildflowers. He forgot
anniversaries. He didn't get her gifts,
especially when she lied, "Don't worry,
you don't have to get me anything for
my birthday." And after she died, he
only reminded me of the ways they
didn't get along. He even pointed at
scars on his hand and said MaMa left
her mark.
So why did he write:
...when your mom studied in
Southern Illinois University, I visited
her several times. We were separated
because of studying in different schools.
There were one or two guys who were
interested in her, and gave her hard
time. When I arrived, they either
wanted to avoid me or wanted to
show me. No guys would give her
a ride to grocery because she had a
steady boyfriend. When I visited her,
we walked to grocery and carried the
grocery bags to her dorm. That was
the most sweet moment; which was
so precious in your lifetime. This is the
deep wound in my heart.
I wanted to call BaBa and ask if
he remembers writing these things. But
I still haven't. I think I prefer relishing
in the hope that maybe we are not so
different. In all these years, I chose to
understand BaBa in small doses, during
Christmas holidays, over phone calls,
in email exchanges. I saw a man who
grieved in a way that insulted me. In
refusing to tell my half-brother about
MaMa and Jon-Jon, I felt he preferred
if I disappeared too. But maybe, our
grief stemmed from the same source.
One person found it too painful to see
them as part of his life. The other found
it equally agonizing not to see them
as part of her life. Both loved them.
Both have a deep hole that can never
be filled, even though grass covers its
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know my BaBa very well.
I walked back to the kitchen. I
decided to make mapo tofu (minced
meat and tofu sauteed in a spicy
bean sauce), BaBa's secret family
recipe. I didn't need to consult the
black notebook. It was one of those
aerogramme recipes that I spent extra
care perfecting over the years, adding
my own ingredients and spices.
Placing a block of frozen turkey
meat in the sink, I turned on the
faucet and placed my fingers under the
running water, searching for the right
temperature. With the water turning
warm, I allowed myself to consider the
possibility that BaBa did miss MaMa
and Jon-Jon as much as I did. That
the reason why he didn't want anyone
to know about them made sense. Yes,
it was better this way, not to have to
explain what is painful. To be numb, as
the "ma" in mapo tofu suggests.
The meat steamed in the sink,
through its cellophane wrapping. He
must respect his living wife and honor
her wishes. But did that equal souring
what was beautiful about MaMa or
Jon-Jon? Or denying that they existed?
Or lying to their son about who I was? I
didn't have the patience to understand
BaBa fully. I leaped back as the water
burned my skin.
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